
The Book of Revelation
Week 5 – Chapter 7

Chapter 7

1 After this I saw four angels standing at the four corners of the earth, holding back the four 
winds of the earth, that no wind might blow on earth or sea or against any tree. 2 Then I saw another 
angel ascending from the rising of the sun, with the seal of the living God, and he called with a loud 
voice to the four angels who had been given power to harm earth and sea, 3 saying, “Do not harm the 
earth or the sea or the trees, until we have sealed the servants of our God on their foreheads.” 4 And I 
heard the number of the sealed, 144,000, sealed from every tribe of the sons of Israel:

5 12,000 from the tribe of Judah were sealed,
12,000 from the tribe of Reuben,
12,000 from the tribe of Gad,
6 12,000 from the tribe of Asher,
12,000 from the tribe of Naphtali,
12,000 from the tribe of Manasseh,
7 12,000 from the tribe of Simeon,
12,000 from the tribe of Levi,
12,000 from the tribe of Issachar,
8 12,000 from the tribe of Zebulun,
12,000 from the tribe of Joseph,
12,000 from the tribe of Benjamin were sealed.

9 After this I looked, and behold, a great multitude that no one could number, from every 
nation, from all tribes and peoples and languages, standing before the throne and before the Lamb, 
clothed in white robes, with palm branches in their hands, 10 and crying out with a loud voice, 
“Salvation belongs to our God who sits on the throne, and to the Lamb!” 11 And all the angels were 
standing around the throne and around the elders and the four living creatures, and they fell on their 
faces before the throne and worshiped God, 12 saying, “Amen! Blessing and glory and wisdom and 
thanksgiving and honor and power and might be to our God forever and ever! Amen.”

13 Then one of the elders addressed me, saying, “Who are these, clothed in white robes, and 
from where have they come?” 14 I said to him, “Sir, you know.” And he said to me, “These are the 
ones coming out of the great tribulation. They have washed their robes and made them white in the 
blood of the Lamb.

15 “Therefore they are before the throne of God,
    and serve him day and night in his temple;
    and he who sits on the throne will shelter them with his presence.
16 They shall hunger no more, neither thirst anymore;
    the sun shall not strike them,
    nor any scorching heat.
17 For the Lamb in the midst of the throne will be their shepherd,
    and he will guide them to springs of living water,
and God will wipe away every tear from their eyes.”



Chapter 7 gives us a brief interlude in the descriptions of events following the opening of the seals. 
Seal 7 will be opened starting in chapter 8, but before that happens God seems to have pity or mercy on
John who is beholding these horrific events of the four horsemen bringing death and famine upon the 
world. So before John sees the final seal opened, he sees this:

Verses 1-3 – 

First, who are the four angels, corners, and winds? Use the context of Revelation to determine them.

The angels are the horsemen. The first clue is that there are 4 of them. The second clue is that they were
the ones given power to harm, like we read about last week. The last clue is that they’re holding back 
the four winds, which apparently bring destruction. These four winds line up with the destruction that 
the four horsemen would bring in chapter 6. The four corners is the entirely of the earth.

So what we learn from these verses is that between seal 6 and 7 there is some sort of reprieve where the
final destruction is temporarily halted (we’ll read why in just a minute). But the more important thing 
this helps us understand is the timeline.

Up to this point, the only present tense action we’ve seen with the seals is the first rider, who was 
conquering already. The other three were given authority. Now, this doesn’t mean they’ll all happen at 
the same time still, but it DOES mean that none of them will usher in the end of the world, because the 
angel with the seal of the living God tells them to not harm the earth, sea, and trees.

Now, let’s talk about that fifth angel. Who is it? We have two clues, the seal of God and it comes 
FROM the rising of the sun. What do the seal of the living God and the rising of the sun represent?

Let’s start with the easy one, the seal. What does a seal on something represent. Think letters, edicts, 
Jesus’ tomb, etc. It represents authority given. The one with authority is not present to do the thing the 
edict says, but those who carry it out do have the same authority as the one giving it, because the edict 
was given the seal. So this angel, whoever it is, has God’s authority to command the four angels, and 
the four horsemen.

Now the harder one, the rising of the sun. First, notice that the angel doesn’t come WITH the sun, but 
FROM the place the sun rises. If this is happening after the sixth seal, where the sun went dark, that 
would make sense. After destruction, there is a moment of reprieve where in place of the sun the angel 
of God arises. And there’s significance to where he rises from.

The sun rises in the east. In a vision, Ezekiel saw the glory of the Lord coming from the east. The 
LORD says to Malachi that in the day of the Lord, “the Sun of righteousness will DAWN (east) with 
healing in its wings”. Two futuristic visions/prophecies that John’s vision lines up with. But the 
representation lines up perfectly with chapter 7. Amidst the destruction of the first 6 seals, in a moment 
of reprieve, glory and righteousness will rise for God’s people.

And that’s what we see in verse 3. God putting a pause on the destruction of creation until he can make 
sure his people, who are faithful but still on earth, are marked for salvation when they die. Now let’s 
get to the names and numbers.



Verses 4-8 – 

What do the 12 tribes represent in this list?

All people. The 12 tribes were God’s chosen people. After establishing Israel through Jesus in his death
and resurrection, there was no need to a nation and tribes within that nation. That being said, the 
understanding of what the 12 tribes represented was still very blatant. When God shows John the 12 
tribes, it clearly represents “all people”

But then what does the 144,000 represent?

The simplest interpretation is that at the time when this happens, there happens to be 144,000 faithful 
believers left on Earth. This is happening sometime before the world is destroyed and made new, so 
perhaps when the faithful on earth drop to just 144,000 that’s the signal for the next part of God’s plan 
to continue.

The numeric representative interpretation would have to do with the multiplication of 12. 12x12 is 144.
So perhaps like we talked about with the elders, this is representing 12 tribes and 12 apostles and 
therefore both old and new believers. Maybe it’s 144,000 specific believers over the course of creation 
and there are just a few more who need to be sealed before the number is reached. 

Either way, the number and tribes represent believers from every nation and language. And in the midst
of destruction, John sees God carrying out a plan to make sure they’re saved before the end of the 
world. It’s similar to what we saw in chapter 6 where God waited to answer when the martyr’s killers 
would be dealt with because he still had a plan to save more. It’s another reassurance that God’s plan 
was fulfilled, but not fully finished in Jesus. God is still working.

Verses 9-12 – 

These verses lend credence to the second interpretation of the 144,000. Perhaps it was specifically 
about certain spiritual leaders, because now we see another group from nations, tribes, and languages 
around the earth gathered, and a much larger number at that.

What detail lets us know these are people from earth and not just spirits in heaven?

They are waving palms, a specific type of tree created on earth. It’s reminiscent of Jesus entry into 
Jerusalem, which makes sense because they are giving glory to God and the Lamb. And again, verse 10
gives us another reassurance that we were correct in separating the one on the throne and Jesus. We 
decided they were different because the one on the throne was the one who willed things, but here we 
see those gathered around also making the distinction between the two.

Then they fall down and worship like we’ve seen before.

Verses 13-17 – 

These are verses we hear every year in our lectionary readings. John sees a picture of the multitude and 
asks who they are. One of the elders tells him they have come out of the great tribulation and washed 
their robes in the blood of the lamb. 



The second part is easy to interpret. We know the Old Testament sacrifices. We know Jesus was called 
the lamb of God. We know the meanings of blood and white robes. But what about the first part? What 
does “great tribulation” mean and why?

We could guess what it means, but use the context of Revelation. We literally just heard about great 
tribulation happening in chapter 6. Last week we looked at how similar those verses were to Jesus’ 
words about the last days during his last week in Jerusalem. There he too used the phrase “great 
tribulation”. That was seal 6. So we at least get a bit of timeline revealed.

Seals 1-5 could have happened whenever, but we know now that seal 6 and the great tribulation will 
happen sometime after Jesus ascended. This means the images we get of the sun going dark and the 
earthquake, while similar to what happened at the crucifixion, are not referring to it. It’s a separate 
event that will mirror or parallel many things that happened the last week Jesus was in Jerusalem.

The great tribulation, and at LEAST seal 6 events, happen after the lamb was slain, so that those who 
are faithful can be washed in the lamb’s blood. Seals 1-5 might all happen after Jesus’ rose and 
ascended. They might also have happened throughout the course of history already. We don’t yet have a
time frame for them. But we have an order, separate events, and at least one of them on the timeline.

Now, for the last 3 verses, there are a few things I want to note:

1. Why are these verses written in a different fashion than the previous verses? They are simply the 
same elder continuing to talk to John. Why are the formatted differently?

The formatting indicates song (or at least poetry). Formatting in the Bible changes for poetry, lists, 
scripture references, and songs. What this indicates is that John most likely is noting that the following 
verses are being given to him in a similar way that the previous songs were. Perhaps this means that as 
the elder is explaining it, another song begins. Perhaps this is something they sing about often, as it is a 
joyful explanation.

2. How does the use of tense in these verses help us understand the progression of these saints. Why is 
there both present and future tense used here?

The present tense obviously refers to those in white robes now before the throne of God. They are 
before God’s throne, they serve him, they are sheltered. But then they SHALL hunger, thirst no more…
the Lamb WILL be their shepherd… Why the future tense? Because those things are separated from 
where they are now. If they’re in heaven, a spiritual realm, why would they need or even want food or 
drink? How would the sun strike them? They wouldn’t and it wouldn’t. The reason it goes from present
to future is because there are some things that are happening now, but other things, things that deal with
stuff we experienced on earth, is yet to come.

Right now they don’t need food, but there will come a time when they do (which will be revealed more
as we get through Revelation), but even then they need not worry. When that day comes that there is a 
sun again and they need food and drink and protection again, they will not be left to fend for 
themselves like before. This time God will continue to be in their midst and give them everything they 
need.

Final note: notice that when this day comes, there will be springs of living water, similar to a tree of 
life. These verses are setting us up for a parallel creation we haven’t yet seen.


